**MOI Timeline**

- **DECEMBER 2007**
  - Review/Release
  - NOI/Scoping
  - Proposed Action
  - Public Involvement
  - (PA) Development

- **SEPTEMBER 2008**
  - Review/Release

**NATIONAL FOREST**

- **ANGELES**
  - Have Draft Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM) for existing designated system. No changes proposed.

- **CLEVELAND**
  - Producing EA for limited changes to existing designated system.

- **ELDORADO**
  - Producing EAs for limited changes to existing designated system.

- **HUMBOLDT – TOIYABE**
  - Producing EAs for limited changes to existing designated system.

- **INYO**
  - Producing Final MVUM on Santa Barbara, Ojai and Monterey Ranger Districts. Working on Mixed Use Analysis for Mt. Pinos and Santa Lucia Ranger Districts - have Draft MVUM.

- **MENDOCINO**
  - Producing NEPA for limited changes to existing designated system and have draft MVUM.

- **MODOC**
  - Producing MVUM for existing designated system in Summit Ranger District.

- **PLUMAS**
  - Smith River NRA Travel Management EA document available.

- **SAN BERNARDINO**
  - Producing MVUM for existing designated system for existing designated system. No changes proposed.

- **TAHOE**
  - Have Draft MVUM for existing designated system. No changes proposed.

- **TAHOE BASIN**
  - Have Draft MVUM for existing designated system. No changes proposed.

**Task Is In Progress**

**Task Is Complete**

**MOI STEPS 3 AND 4**

* Planned dates depend on funding.